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Introduction
Papua New Guinea (PNG) is a veritable playground for those with a penchant for studying languages. This small nation is home to 830 living languages and even more dialects. There are many theories and explanations of how a land mass that is roughly the size of California can harbor so many different languages and cultures, but no one has arrived at a broadly accepted conclusion. Some blame the mountains and seasonally impassable rivers that have developed natural boundaries between people groups, boundaries that have been subsequently hardened by prevalent earthquakes and mudslides. Others point to a general lack of desire the people groups have historically felt for reaching out and making peaceable contact with one another, while still more balk at that idea and instead talk of a rich history of both positive and negative interaction between the groups through trade, marriage and warfare. Whatever the reason for the depth of linguistic and cultural diversity in PNG, the reactions to it by expatriates has been almost as varied.
Unfortunately, mission agencies and colonizing governments have typically viewed extreme linguistic diversity with dread (and a glance at the headache medicine) instead of meeting it with the delighted outlook of many anthropologists and linguists. 1 It should be noted that the typical reaction of the mission community has changed dramatically in the latter half of the twentieth century as the trend in missions turned towards reaching people using "heart" languages. Some mission organizations currently working in Papua New Guinea have a strong focus on developing local languages, but it does not change the fact that in the past colonizers and missionaries have sometimes chosen to disregard local languages in favor of a lingua franca. The language policy decisions made by previous missionaries affect language groups' sociolinguistic realities today. This paper examines how the missionaries of the German Lutheran Church (associated with the Neuendettelsau Mission and Rhenish Mission) reacted to the multitude of languages they stumbled upon during the initial phase of evangelization on the Huon Peninsula in the late 1800s. The German founders of these mission stations were the first to establish a language policy for the Lutheran denomination. Their leadership lasted until World War II when missionaries from Germany were strongly encouraged to leave PNG due to a fear of potential loyalty they may feel towards their home country. Their exit forced a restructuring of the church under new leadership. In 1956 the Evangelical Lutheran Church of New Guinea (ELC-NG) was formed under this new leadership of nationals and expatriate missionaries from Australia and the United States. The ELC-NG eventually developed into the present day Evangelical Lutheran Church of Papua New Guinea, which identifies the formation of the Lutheran church in PNG with the two German missions. For this reason I will hereafter refer to the German missions and the present day Lutheran church as "the church". I will also examine the current sociolinguistic situation of eleven Morobe Province languages influenced by church languages. 2 See map in Figure 1 .
Throughout history missionaries have chosen from a wide array of options when faced with one or many local languages. In Morobe Province, the church chose to develop two of the local languages, Kâte and Yabem, to use as church or mission languages, despite their earnest desire to develop each individual language. This had negative effects on the accurate dissemination of the Chris-tian practice and on the attempts of subsequent missionaries to develop the local languages among groups that were originally evangelized in a mission language. The effects of using a church language may or may not have been foreseen by the policy makers, but it is worthwhile to analyze the outcome of the church's decision to use church languages in order to better understand how language planning changes the state of a linguistic situation. This paper will not pronounce judgment on the church for their choices, but instead seeks to explain the phenomenon of the church language in Morobe Province.
Multilingualism and the advent of mission lingua franca
The continued existence of isolated monolingual communities is becoming less common in today's world of globalization. A researcher would be hardpressed to find a people group that has not been touched by the clothing, food products, media, or religion of larger and more technologically developed groups. The introduction of language comes with cultural contact in these situations. Malcolm Ross (1996: 611) observes, "We can infer that any language adopted for the inter-cultural communication of concepts and ideas which were previously alien to its speakers will result in changes in the [traditional] language." Sometimes the effect is innocuous and the languages leave only slight imprints on one another, while the outcome on the other extreme can include death of the less dominant language and culture. The current sociolinguistic state of Morobe Province (approximately 170 languages) is complicated by the presence of Tok Pisin and English, both languages of wider communication. The tide of Tok Pisin slowly flooded into the area despite the church's resistance (see Section 4.3) and was followed in the mid-twentieth century by English. Modernity has brought people in closer contact with one another through the development of larger towns, 3 roads and easier transportation. The trend towards urbanization among groups that live near population centers (within five hours walking distance) is leading to the development of Tok Pisin as a unifying language. Groups found near population centers in Morobe Province, that previously spoke separate languages and had unique ethnolinguistic identities, now share a common language, Tok Pisin, and with that language the potential for solidarity as "city" folk and so identify with one another (Romaine 1992: 2) . The "city folk" identity that some urbanized people have acquired through Tok Pisin did not develop until the latter part of the twentieth century. The early missionaries in Morobe Province encountered multilingualism on a different scale in the late 1800s.
The heritage of multilingualism in Morobe Province made stark impressions on the first Lutheran missionaries that eventually shaped their language policy decisions. When the church first arrived, the missionaries faced a linguistic situation that involved more language groups than they originally thought existed or ultimately believed they could handle. The church concluded that the multilingual and multiethnic state of the small area they intended to evangelize would complicate and slow down the process. Instead of choosing to develop each individual language the church decided to develop two (viz. Kâte and Yabem) and by doing so inadvertently created an even more complex linguistic environment. The eventual contact between the church and the people groups, other than those who were ethnolinguistically Yabem or Kâte, resulted in the simultaneous introduction of a new religion and a new language.
During the initial assessment phase, the missionaries failed to recognize the multilingualism already present within the language groups that had developed through social networks dedicated to trade and communication. Eventually, the church recognized and used these established trade and communication routes to spread their message (Spruth 1986: 278) , but it did not affect their initial language policy decisions. Ultimately, the actions of the expatriate missionaries to introduce church languages led to increased multilingualism within each language area.
During the twentieth century in Morobe Province, groups that were once historically monolingual were now slowly being introduced to a church language in addition to Tok Pisin (as a trade language) and English (as a language of education). Kâte already functioned as a trade language, as did Tok Pisin, in some language areas which facilitated both interethnic communication and multilingualism (McElhanon 1969: 176) . In other areas, the development of Tok Pisin and the spread of church languages, brought about when expatriates entered the country as colonizers, plantation owners and missionaries, catalyzed the shift away from independent ethnolinguistic communities to highly multilingual communities that were becoming more aware of a country identity (Romaine 1992: 39-40) . In these areas, the church inadvertently played a central role in this ideological shift through their language policy.
The Lutheran Church
The focus of the church in PNG was not on inhibiting the people, changing their sociolinguistic state, or disrupting the linguistic ecology of the region. Arguably, their actions did change the sociolinguistic makeup and linguistic ecology of Morobe Province, but it was not their stated intention. Their goal was to find the most effective medium to reach the people with information they believed to be vital. The church was divided about how to handle the multilingual situation in Morobe Province, but ultimately decided to use Kâte and Yabem as vehicles for spreading their message.
Background of Lutheran missions
From the late 1800s until the outbreak of World War I the German government was the colonizing power in the northern half of PNG, known at the time as New Guinea. The German government attempted to introduce and popularize the use of German as a lingua franca in New Guinea (Osmers 1981: 87) . As a result, early missionaries used German as the medium of instruction instead of creating their own language policy and using local languages (Ross 1996: 602) . The colonial German government allowed two Lutheran missionary societies, Neuendettelsau Mission and Rhenish Mission, to begin working on the PNG mainland around 1884 (Ross 1996: 599) . One of the first missionaries in Morobe Province, Johann Flierl (Neuendettelsau Mission), arrived in 1886 and immediately recognized the importance of learning and using the local language. He arrived in Yabem speaking territory and began to learn Yabem. Flierl chose to use the Yabem word for creator, anutu, instead of introducing a German term (Frerichs 1969: 86) indicating the lack of practical authority the German government's language policy held in PNG. Many other Lutheran missionaries also recognized the effectiveness of developing each language and continued studying the local vernaculars where they were located even after the church's language policy was officially accepted (Osmers 1981: 76) . However, the church did establish a language policy and whether or not the individual missionaries agreed with it, they were required to adhere to it.
The official language policy took time to develop. In 1902 a mission station was built in the Yabem language area. Four years later, a missionary working near the Yabem mission station moved into the Kâte language area (Wagner 1986: 41) . During this initial contact the Yabem population was around 900 and the Kâte population was around 600. The method of operation for early Lutheran missionaries was to learn the local language, develop a religious corpus of materials, and send out new evangelists to neighboring language areas. Through this method church languages were unofficially chosen before the Lutheran language policy was established (Ross 1996: 599) because Yabem and Kâte were the first languages contacted. In 1919, the Kâte congregations began sending out national evangelists to surrounding areas (Wagner 1986: 68) , beginning the era of church languages in Morobe Province in earnest.
Language policy
Initially, the church intended to develop the languages it encountered, but they quickly realized this would hinder evangelization due to the sheer number of languages they faced (Hage 1986: 410) . Looking back on the decisions made by the church, Albert and Sylvia Frerichs (1969: 82) , Lutheran missionaries, said, "Our policy has always been to bring the gospel to New Guinea in the indigenous languages, which policy we still hold to be the correct one." Essentially, Albert and Sylvia Frerichs believe the church fulfilled the need for local language translation by using two local languages as official church languages over Tok Pisin or English. At the Kâte Conference in 1920, the church reached an agreement about the language policy that they felt appropriately addressed the limitations of their resources, their desire to use an insider's language, and their desire to bring warring people groups together.
The church did not haphazardly settle on Kâte and Yabem as church languages, but were academic in the creation of a language policy (Ross 1996: 596) . They recognized that the languages they were facing fell into roughly two groups: Austronesian and Papuan (also known as non-Austronesian). They chose to use Kâte, a Papuan language, in Papuan language areas and to use Yabem, an Austronesian language, when moving into Austronesian areas (Osmers 1981: 84) . They believed this would help the people adjust and learn the church language more quickly. Their decision to use Kâte and Yabem was not limited to linguistic classification alone. They also based their decision on the fact that Kâte was already functioning as a trade language, as well as the fact that considerable mission work had already been accomplished among native Yabem and Kâte speakers (Taylor 1977: 834) .
The church began to grow and send out national missionaries from Kâte and Yabem which eventually required the church to further define the lan-guage policy. As previously stated, the church had unofficially decided to send Yabem-speaking evangelists to Austronesian groups and Kâte-speaking evangelists to Papuan groups. Sometimes Papuan groups were located geographically closer to Yabem evangelists. At other times, the first national evangelists to arrive were from the "wrong" group, but decided to continue working instead of pulling out and sending evangelists from the linguistically comparable church language (McElhanon 1979: 281) . In an autobiographical sketch, Gapenuo, a national missionary, tells of moving into the Markham Valley and coming across a Papuan people group. Instead of establishing a ministry in Yabem he sent a message back to the church informing them to send Kâte evangelists to the area (Fugmann 1986: 11) . Not all the missionaries were like this and when the Yabem evangelists started moving into Papuan groups, dissension arose. The church was in danger of splitting in the late 1920s between the Kâte congregations and the Yabem congregations over who could evangelize unreached groups (Osmers 1981: 91) . It was imperative for the church to choose one language and they eventually agreed to move forward with Kâte alone.
Unification, a felt need of Lutheran church leaders, was an issue the church wanted to face and chose to partially face through the use of church languages (Hage 1986: 410 -411) . At the Kâte Conference, the church debated two potential language policies. One group of people believed that all languages should be treated equally and therefore all languages should be developed. Another group believed the language policy should reflect the church's desire to unify the people into as few groups as possible. At that time it meant creating a distinction between Austronesians and Papuans (Osmers 1981: 86) . At the outset of their work in PNG the Lutheran church laid a foundational ideology of national brotherhood and peace, in contrast to the existing social relations which could range from distrust to open warfare (Fugmann 1986: 1) . Flierl emphasized the need for decreased antagonisms between language groups and was convinced that this could be facilitated through the use of a common language (Mühlhäusler 1996: 146) .
In 1947, the church made a statement justifying their continued use of Kâte as they began working in the Central Highlands. Three of the nine reasons they provided are foundational to their decision to use church languages in general. They recognized that researching each language would be too costly, that materials already existed in Kâte, and that there were trained Kâte-speaking missionaries available to begin work immediately. However, the strongest motivation for using Kâte in the Central Highlands was to unite the warring people groups under one language that had the advantage of being free of association to any negative history with the intended recipient groups (Hage 1986: 411) . The church felt strongly about building up unity and believed peace could be achieved more easily if the people were brought under one banner language.
Church languages of Morobe Province
In Morobe Province, Kâte and Yabem were the first church languages. From today's viewpoint, Tok Pisin seems like the logical choice for unification purposes. However, the church avoided using it for decades (see Section 4.3) . When the Australian government established a language policy in the mid-twentieth century that favored Tok Pisin and English, the church was forced to reexamine the potential value of Tok Pisin and adjusted accordingly. As a result, Tok Pisin could currently be considered a Lutheran church language, despite inroads vernaculars have made through Bible translation efforts.
Yabem language
Heinrich Zahn translated the Yabem New Testament in 1924 and the mission printed monthly and bimonthly newspapers in Yabem from 1906 -1963 (Ross 1996 . Even though Yabem did not endure as long as Kâte in the role of church language, it did leave lasting influences that are still visible today. Most of these influences are lexical, as many key terms, like "Gospel" and "missionary", became widely used in their Yabem form and are still present (Fugmann 1986: ix) . Since Yabem was one of the first languages the missionaries encountered, some attribute historical accident in its elevation to the status of church language. Since the early missionaries started working in Yabem immediately, it had a head start in the development of materials, which subsequently ruled out languages that may have been an option, but did not have that corpus of available materials (Renck 1977: 850) .
Once Yabem was chosen, it spread among speakers of Austronesian languages where Lutheran expressions of Christianity and mission education were fostered. Eventually the growth of Yabem was inhibited by the lack of Austronesian people groups further inland within Lutheran territory (Renck 1977: 851) . When the Lutheran missionaries moved into the Central Highlands, the church faced dissension over whether to use Kâte or Yabem in the new areas. The Yabem congregation ceded their case and agreed to support Kâte as the primary church language as long as Yabem was still promoted in their own community (Osmers 1981: 91) . Much later, in the 1970s, there was a movement to reintroduce Yabem into the schools alongside Tok Pisin, which had by then become dominant (Renck 1977: 852) .
Currently, Yabem has lost much influence within the church domain in the areas where it spread while it was being used as a church language. The only evidence of the previous impact of Yabem within the church domains are religious lexical items that became so ingrained they have been maintained. Kâte survived as a church language longer than Yabem and as a result the impression it left was deeper and more widespread.
Kâte language
"The current sociolinguistic situation owes a great deal to arbitrary decisions by missionaries as to which local dialects to standardize for Bible translation" (Spolsky 2009: 31) . Of the four original dialects of Kâte, the church chose to standardize Wemo (Renck 1977: 839) . This decision led to the disuse of the other Kâte varieties and unfortunately led to the standardization of an imperfect understanding of the Wemo dialect (Mühlhäusler 1996: 147-148) . Georg Pilhofer, the missionary that completed the New Testament in 1938, standardized his idiolect which was, unbeknownst to him, a result of imperfect learning (Ross 1996: 611) .
When the church first entered the Kâte language area, there were 600 Kâte speakers. By the beginning of 1959 there were 100,000 speakers (Hage 1986: 410) . The evangelists that moved inland on the Huon Peninsula found that people wanted to learn Kâte because they perceived it to be the language of the church before it was officially recognized as such (Renck 1977: 839) . As Kâte spread it affected related languages through the processes of linguistic assimilation so that in the end those languages were "all but obliterated by Kâte, but apparently by becoming more similar to it than by [purposive] language shift" (Ross 1996: 611) . During the first half of the twentieth century, the church had the freedom to choose the language of instruction in the schools it founded, which allowed Kâte to spread more quickly and gave it a higher status in neighboring language areas. In the latter half of the twentieth century, the Australian administration took control over education and required the church to abide by its language policies, leading to the disuse of Kâte.
In 1957, the church officially decided to continue using Kâte as the vernacular in mission schools (Hage 1986: 412) . Shortly after, the Australian administration made it clear to the church that education would shift primarily to English, but allowed schools to use Tok Pisin or one of the local languages in the immediate area of the school to prepare students for classes conducted in English (Hage 1986: 412) . The administration's stance on language in education forced the church to re-examine their language policy and heralded the beginning of the end of Kâte as a church language. The church stopped using Kâte in village schools that needed government recognition, but continued to resist the encroachment of Tok Pisin through the use of Kâte in District Bible Schools. In these schools they maintained control over what language was used in instruction (Hage 1986: 412-413) , but despite this attempt the church eventually had to accept the reality of Tok Pisin. In 1977, the church began to use Tok Pisin alongside Kâte to train pastors in the Bible schools (Renck 1977: 844) , indicating the church's unstated acceptance of Tok Pisin as a new type of church language.
Tok Pisin
Missionaries believed Tok Pisin would be an insufficient tool to communicate the Gospel because it was primarily a trade language and as such lacked the lexical development necessary to convey their message (Hage 1986: 413; Mühlhäusler 1996: 170) . The desire to learn Tok Pisin and English became substantially higher after World War II because of the increased availability of an English education and the belief that English and Tok Pisin were economically advantageous (Taylor 1977: 836) . In 1954, an education ordinance gave the control and responsibility of secular education to the Australian Administration. The administration subsequently requested all missions to register their schools. By 1959 the administration had firmly established their English-only language policy and threatened to close any school using a vernacular (Osmers 1981: 98) . While the church tried to work out compromising solutions with the government, they began to reassess the usefulness of Tok Pisin. Since the church's first rejection of it, Tok Pisin had developed into a language that was more acceptable to the church as the unifying language they sought (Osmers 1981: 104) . Church languages in Morobe province had reached a turning point in their history.
In 1962, the Lutheran church began using Tok Pisin as the medium of instruction in the vernacular-medium school system they had maintained despite government regulations in the Huon Peninsula and they began publishing their newspaper in both English and Tok Pisin (Ross 1996: 601-602) . Soon after, in 1969, the Tok Pisin New Testament was printed (Mühlhäusler 1996: 162) . In many language areas in Morobe Province, Tok Pisin has impacted local languages by taking over domains of use. In each of the case studies examined below, Tok Pisin is currently being used alongside the local language and occasionally the old church language. The transition from the old church languages to Tok Pisin was not seamless, but it was complete.
Success and failure of the language policy
Florence Young, founder and leader of the South Seas Evangelical Mission, admitted to "the great advantage of understanding at least one of the native dialects" (Mühlhäusler and Mühlhäusler 2005: 8) . The church agreed with this concept and chose to develop two local languages, but this choice was at the expense of all the other local languages. The church believed they were making the wisest decision given all the constraints they faced and at the end of the day they viewed the use of church languages as a success (Hage 1986: 410) . They believe the church languages had a unifying effect in areas where the church worked. Some have even argued that church languages were successful in giving warring tribes a new identity as one community (Hage 1986: 410) . One reason McElhanon (1979: 282) believes the church languages succeeded for as long as they did was because the national and expatriate missionaries were united in the use of church languages and were emotionally invested in the program. In a compilation of letters and autobiographies written by national missionaries, one missionary asserts, "In mission a new communal order with a universal vision was established. Brotherhood beyond the clanic boundaries became real" (Fugmann 1986: 93) . If the gauge of success is dedication to the church and perceived unity then there is evidence of success. However, this is not how everyone measures success.
The early missionary Flierl is reported to have stated: " 'It is a fact that many Lutheran Christians in New Guinea show a greater affection for their church language than for their original mother tongue' " (Mühlhäusler 1996: 148) . Anthropologists cringe at these words alongside many missionary linguists now working in Morobe Province. In promoting the church languages, the church created a hierarchy of languages where no previous hierarchy existed. They began a shift from the vernacular to the mission lingua franca, which today is Tok Pisin. They created a situation where Kâte dominated an entire domain and once the church chose that policy they silenced dissenters (Mühlhäusler 1996: 150) . The development of all the indigenous languages that were contacted by the missionaries was stunted by the church's decision to focus efforts on the two church languages (McElhanon 1970 (McElhanon : 1185 . The claim that church languages catalyzed unity through the creation of a new and widerencompassing ethnic identity is questionable. Many people viewed the church as a key to wealth and would do whatever they needed to become accepted within the church and have access to potential wealth. It is also possible that the people stopped fighting because the church was preaching against intertribal conflict and they wanted to be part of the church.
One outcome that was not foreseen by the church was the sociolinguistic effects the policy would have on the church domain specifically. In completing research on ethnic churches in Australia, Woods (2004: 147) comes to the conclusion that ". . . the use of a particular language may be so strongly associated with religious activities that it is seen as the only 'appropriate' language." In the following section, the effect of church languages on several Morobe Province languages will be assessed.
Effect of the Lutheran language policy on local languages
Institutions of religious origin play a central role in language management (Spolsky 2009: 31) . The truth of that statement is tangible in the languages examined below. It's difficult to make many generalizations, but there are some overall consistencies that are similar to statements made by Anya Woods in her research of ethnic churches in Australia. Older members of the congregations she studied tended to hold to the traditional ways more firmly (Woods 2004: 154) . Over and over again in each of the case studies below the people that still understand and use the church language are the older generations. Woods (2004) also points out that liturgy and hymns are a major piece of the church service that incorporates participation from the congregation. More often than not, if a church language is still being used in services it is found in liturgy, hymns and prayer. Not only do liturgy and hymns require participation, but they are acts of memorization. It is not surprising that the church language would still be used in these church sub-domains. The fact that in many cases the church language is still found in prayer indicates that prayers are memorized or rote, like liturgy and hymns. Despite these generalizations, each language community reacts to the introduction of the church language in its own way and each should be looked at independently.
Austronesian languages
5.1.1. Adzera. According to the Ethnologue, the Adzera language currently has about 28,900 speakers. The people have a positive attitude towards their language, indicated by the widespread intergenerational transmission. Adzera maintains dominance in the more intimate domains of home and around the village, while it is also present in church and at the primary school. The New Testament was completed in 1976 alongside a grammar and dictionary and there are currently at least 21 vernacular publications (Lewis 2009: 601) . Adzera has been developed and more widely documented than most PNG languages and it maintains a high status in the minds of the speakers. Based on this information, it may be tempting to think church languages had no effect on Adzera, but that would be false.
With a population of 10,000, the Adzera language group was one of the largest speech communities the church faced as they moved farther west in the early 1900s. The Lutheran missionary assigned to that area, Friedrich Oertel, recognized the difficulty of trying to establish a church language in such a large population. He also knew the Adzera people had such strong opinions about the validity of their own language in the new church domain that trying to introduce Kâte or Yabem would be incredibly difficult. As a solution, he began to petition the church in favor of Adzera becoming a new church language. Oertel based his argument on research and observations made during his time among the Adzera. He used their geographic location, linguistic features and the sheer size of the population to justify his request (Osmers 1981: 88-90) . The Adzera language is located in the Markham Valley bordered by both Austronesian and Papuan languages (Howard 2002) and it was previously classified as structurally mixed between Papuan and Austronesian by the German linguist, Otto Dempwolff. Therefore, Oertel logically argued that Adzera could serve both Austronesian and Papuan languages since it was geographically central and linguistically similar to both church languages (Osmers 1981: 90) . Oertel recognized that having two mission languages created the potential for future dissension and decided to present the Adzera language as a viable solution. Since its structure was said to include elements of both Papuan and Austronesian languages, it was thought that it could replace both Kâte and Yabem and become the elusive unifying language so sought after by the church. This encouraged the Adzera people and further developed their sense of self confidence. Seeing the dedication of Oertel to the development of their language motivated them to be part of a language development project and bode well for the future of Bible translation in this area.
In response to Oertel, the church decided to reject his request and moved him away from the Adzera language group down to a coastal congregation. This decision was quickly overturned and he was allowed to return, but the church held fast to their rejection of introducing Adzera as a new church language. Instead, they introduced Yabem into the Adzera language boundaries (Osmers 1981: 89-90) . This decision did not deter the Adzera people from becoming part of the church or from developing Adzera. In fact, due to the interest shown by Oertel and following missionaries, the status of Adzera increased along with the felt need for church materials that were published in Adzera instead of Yabem.
Even though there is a positive attitude towards the vernacular, the effect of using an outside language in the church domain has influenced the people sociolinguistically. Sue Holzknecht worked in the Adzera language area from 1969 to 1989. During that time she observed a shift in the people's attitudes towards Yabem, Adzera, and Tok Pisin. In the beginning, Yabem was considered the most suitable language for church because the Bible was first brought to them in that language. At the other extreme, Tok Pisin was viewed as the most secular and the least suitable for religious purposes. The Adzera New Testament was completed in 1976, but it still did not attain a firm hold in the church domain. Currently, Yabem has shifted out of importance as fewer and fewer people understand it but instead of Adzera fulfilling the needs of that domain Tok Pisin has taken Yabem's place. Due to changes in the language, the Adzera New Testament is no longer understood and the increased use of Tok Pisin countrywide has elevated its status, placing Tok Pisin in a suitable position for use in church. Holzknecht observed Adzera being used more often than Yabem within the church service unless a Yabem-speaking teacher or pastor was in attendance. Yabem was regularly used during prayers, liturgy, and hymns while Scripture reading, preaching, and announcements were presented in Adzera and Tok Pisin. At the end of Holzknecht's time with the Adzeras, Tok Pisin was the most prominent language in church. The pastors were no longer from the Adzera or Yabem speaking areas and often used Tok Pisin. At the same time, the wider Adzera community was accepting Tok Pisin as an appropriate medium for new domains, such as church.
David Howard of SIL is presently working in that area and observes that Adzera speakers typically choose to use Adzera unless they are in church, school, or speaking with an outsider (personal communication, 2010) . Church is typically reserved for Tok Pisin while the school domain includes Tok Pisin and English. There are many Adzera worship songs used in church, but some of the more modern songs being spread by the youth are a mix of Adzera and Tok Pisin. The fact that some popular Tok Pisin worship songs have been translated into Adzera is a strong indicator that the people are more positively disposed towards their language in church.
Even though the church decided to use Yabem, the Adzera people made their own status planning decision. They mobilized behind the development of Adzera when the Lutheran mission administration refused to make Adzera the new church language. The first national evangelists sent from Yabem congregations were required to learn Adzera and were given materials completed by Oertel to help in this venture (Fugmann 1986: 15) . According to Howard, the Adzera speakers that are 50 years or older still know some Yabem. The only appropriate place to use Yabem is in some traditional songs or in church. Some of the baptismal names are from Yabem and there are other borrowed words that have become so completely Adzera in the speaker's mind that they do not realize they were borrowed. Yabem still has a small stake in the church, but is losing ground due to the development of religious materials in Adzera and the prevalence of Tok Pisin.
The use of a church language in this particular area was not as detrimental to the local language and culture as it could have been. However, Yabem's presence is still felt in the church domain and through borrowed lexical items. The influence of Yabem was stymied by the fact that Adzera had such a large population and that the speech community had a high opinion of their language. Oertel played a role in strengthening the Adzera language by trying to convince the Lutheran mission administration to use Adzera as a church language instead of Yabem or Kâte. His actions encouraged the Adzera people to recognize the validity of their language, but it did not change the fact that church was originally conducted in an outside language. The church domain is not domi-nated by Adzera despite the presence of written materials and SIL linguists. It is dominated by Tok Pisin, an outside language. 5.1.2. Bugawac. Yabem was used by the church to evangelize the Bugawac language area. This was the logical choice between the two church languages based on the language policy already established by the church to use Yabem for Austronesian languages and because Yabem is linguistically similar to Bugawac (Lewis 2009: 608). The church theorized that it would be easy for the Bugawac people to adjust to the use of Yabem and they did not have the resources or time to develop Bugawac. Whatever the outcome of this situation linguistically or sociolinguistically, the church made a decision that both utilized their resources efficiently and met the Bugawac people in a language that was as close to the vernacular as those resources permitted.
The effects of the church language on this language area appear to be limited. Bugawac is being used in all domains with some overlap of Tok Pisin. Yabem, though still present in church, has increasingly been replaced by Bugawac and Tok Pisin. The Bugawac New Testament was completed in 2001, which may have impacted the decline of Yabem in church. According to the Ethnologue, there is a 15-25% literacy rate in Yabem (Lewis 2009: 608) indicating that at one time this language was important to the people. This is undoubtedly a lower percentage for Yabem literacy than earlier years when Yabem was more widely used. That use was facilitated by the church when they used Yabem in schools for a period of time, familiarizing the Bugawac people with the writing system of Yabem. When the Bugawac orthography was created during the language development project, it was initially modeled on the orthography used for Yabem. Since the people were already comfortable with the orthography of Yabem, the linguists decided to build on this previous knowledge base by creating an orthography that would be easy to learn for those who could already read Yabem to some extent (Eckermann 1999: 8) .
The impact of Yabem does not seem to have been overwhelming among the Bugawac. The major indicators that Yabem existed in this area are the continued (though decreasing) presence of Yabem in church, the knowledge of Yabem within the older generations, and the stated influence the Yabem orthography had on the initial Bugawac orthography. However, there is no evidence that the people struggled to shift away from using Yabem in church or that they resisted turning to their own language for use in the religious domain.
5.1.3.
Hote. The Lutheran church has had a presence in the Hote language area for at least 65 years, and during that time used Yabem as the church language. During the latter half of that time, the church worked alongside SIL as they explored translation needs (Purnell and Muzzey 1989) . John and Amy Lindstrom, part of the SIL team, completed extensive research of the Hote 4 language area in 1994.
The Lindstroms focused their sociolinguistic survey on the Hote language, which encompassed the dialects of Hote, Yamap, and Misim (Lindstrom and Lindstrom 2000) . Their research was based on observations of language use and questionnaires created to assess language attitudes. They found that most people in the three varieties, Hote, Yamap and Misim, declared they were speaking the same language with slight variations. They found a lexicostatistical similarity of 90% between Hote and Misim which are classified in the Ethnologue as one language: Hote, ISO code [hot]. They found a lexicostatistical similarity of 78% between those two varieties and Yamap. Yamap is classified as a separate language from Hote in the Ethnologue [ymp] . However, despite the linguistic data and the Ethnologue's decisions, the Lindstroms decided to refer to Hote, Misim and Yamap as dialects of the Hote language because that is most reflective of the speaker's attitudes. Their report also indicates there was no hierarchy between the three varieties (Lindstrom and Lindstrom 2000) . Through their observations of language use, the Lindstroms failed to find anyone that was monolingual, instead finding that one of the three varieties, Tok Pisin, English and Yabem were all used on various occasions. The Lindstroms describe the situation as "stable multilingualism" between the three varieties and Tok Pisin.
Some portions of the Scripture were completed before the Lindstroms arrived and since their arrival the New Testament has been completed. Yabem was limited to the domain of church, but was sometimes heard outside of the church when people were singing religious songs. Within the church domain, Yabem was being used in hymns, prayer and preaching (Lindstrom and Lindstrom 2000) .
Overall, people reported that they preferred their own language to both Tok Pisin and Yabem. They were observed using the local language in daily activities and leaving Tok Pisin and Yabem to school, church, and government domains. These actions indicated that they did in fact prefer their own language and desire their children to learn and use it as their first language (Lindstrom and Lindstrom 2000) . English was primarily used in the schools while Hote and Tok Pisin were used for clarification purposes. Community meetings were held in Tok Pisin, but when subjects of higher importance were discussed the people spontaneously switched to the vernacular (Lindstrom and Lindstrom 2000) .
In this multilingual situation, some of the effects of Yabem can be tangibly seen while others are more speculative. The more lasting effects of Yabem are found in the language use patterns of the older people. Only the elder population and a few younger people understand Yabem now. Yabem is typically only used when older people are leading the church service (Purnell and Muzzey 1989) . A significant portion of the population, including the younger generations, understands Yabem but cannot speak it. There is still a small remnant of the older generation that both understands and speaks Yabem well.
I sent a questionnaire to the Lindstroms asking about the current language use patterns of the Hote people group. Their response indicates that within the church domain there are still songs being sung using Yabem and occasionally the Lord's Prayer will be recited in Yabem. Around 2000, John Lindstrom heard a preacher using Yabem for the sermon, but he does not consider this a common occurrence due to the lack of comprehension most Hote people now have of Yabem. He thinks it possible that Yabem may still be used for Bible readings, but he has never witnessed it. The use of Tok Pisin in church is accepted without resistance. The Lindstroms' assessment of the overall attitude towards the use of Yabem, Hote and Tok Pisin in church is that each has a place and is valid within that domain. Some people recognize that they have a deeper understanding of the Bible and what God is communicating to them through the medium of Hote, but many view all three languages as valid for communicating to and about God. There has been no resistance witnessed by the Lindstroms to shifting away from using the early church language to using the local language in church. This indicates that there are no issues of the people viewing their language as unacceptable for that domain and though some linguistic remnants of Yabem can be found, the influence was not strong enough to leave deep, lasting sociolinguistic effects on the Hote people. Since sociolinguistic data for this language is limited, one can only speculate about the effects of Yabem on the current situation. The use of Yabem in the church and school domain could have had negative effects on the use of Labu or it may have just been one catalyst in a series of catalysts causing the decline of Labu. Lynn Landweer, a sociolinguist with SIL, completed a survey of the Labu language area in 1989. 5 She identified several potential contributors to the low language vitality found among Labu speakers. First, the Labu people group were overrun twice by more dominant groups. Initially the neighboring Wampar people group ran them from their traditional lands in the Markham valley forcing them to their current location on the coast. Then, during World War II, their coastal home was overrun, this time by the Allied forces returning to Lae. Both of these experiences left the Labu people with a negative impression of themselves as a group, and a negative impression of their language as it is tied to their ethnic identity. It should be noted that the land the Wampar forced the Labu people onto was very limited, so much so that at the time of the survey, it was inadequate for subsistence farming. As a result the Labu have been forced to depend heavily on the market economy in Lae where Tok Pisin and English were (and continue to be) dominant. In addition to these factors, some Labu sources reported that the first Lutheran missionary in their area discouraged traditional cultural practices and convinced the people to abandon them in order to come under the church's teachings. It is possible that the low opinion of this early missionary to Labu culture spilled over into the attitude that the Labu people held of their language, which was reported as being difficult to acquire. It is possible that the various factors discovered by Landweer, in addition to the church's language policy, played a role in decreasing the domains of use of Labu and thereby decreasing its language vitality.
By opening the domains of church and school to an outside language, the church shut those domains to Labu. There is no reason to believe there is or ever was a diglossic situation there (as conceived by Joshua Fishman [1967] ). However, school and church are domains of higher formality and the people may have subconsciously lowered the status of their own language since it was not used in these domains of higher prestige. Since there was no national missionary or expatriate missionary like Oertel (see Section 5.1.1) present to encourage the validity of Labu during the era of the church language, the attitudes of the people towards Labu may have slowly eroded as a result of the combination of undermining factors, including that of the institutional requirement of Yabem.
Tok Pisin is becoming a language that allows economic success to come within reach of the Labu people, so they have motivation to use it in more domains. In contrast, any available economic ventures found in Lae do not use Labu, creating a disincentive for people to learn and use it. Ultimately, there are many factors contributing to the sociolinguistic situation of the Labu language area. Even if the overall linguistic impact of Yabem was small (if at all), the use of the church language instead of the vernacular in church and school domains certainly did not help offset the multiple variables Landweer reported that are potentially responsible for decreasing Labu language vitality. 5.1.5. Wampar. Due to Wampar's classification as an Austronesian language, Yabem was the introduced church language prior to the development of Wampar and the completion of the Wampar New Testament in 1984 (Lewis 2009: 641) . This is not surprising considering the church's language policy, but the behavioral changes brought about through the influence of the church does deserve note. Warfare was common between the Wampar people and neighbor-ing ethnic groups (Beer 2002: 374) . The church earnestly sought to reach warring groups like these and effect changes in their violent behavior patterns, partially through the language policy.
As stated previously, one of the motivations for the use of church languages was the desire to eliminate inter-group hostility. Some of the church leaders believed that a unifying language would create a sense of togetherness. Ethnic identities were linked closely to language in this area, so the idea to introduce a new language alongside a new religion in order to bind previous enemies together under a new commonality was not illogical. In the Wampar language area, this specific goal was realized, but it cannot be claimed that this new found peace was solely influenced by the use of Yabem. Peace was arranged between Wampar and their neighboring people groups, Labu, Aribwatsa (now extinct) and Bugawac, in 1909 as a result of the Lutheran mission (Beer 2002: 372) . One aspect of the Lutheran church's attempts to develop peace was their decision to use one language, but they also focused on influencing the people through their own behaviors.
The use of only one language to evangelize in this area created a sense of unity between the groups leading to accordance. However, the peace was more directly related to the teachings of the Lutheran church and how the Wampar people viewed the requirements for entry into the church family. They may have been genuinely converted or they may have seen the church as a means to greater economic success. Whichever way an individual viewed the church, if they wanted to become a part of it they had to abide by the teachings. Therefore, since the Lutheran church was speaking out against violence and urging new Christians to change this particular behavior pattern, they complied.
We can see a practical example of this behavior change in the progression of the Wampar people from hearers to doers. The German Lutherans founded a mission station in the Wampar language area in 1911. By the 1920s national missionaries from Wampar entered the Watut language area to evangelize. Instead of bringing violence, the people were spreading a Christian ideology they believed was imperative. Currently the church has lost the degree of influence that it had during the initial evangelizing movement, but it is still considered a social force toward Christian morality (Beer 2002: 374) . The linguistic imprints of Yabem on Wampar are not recorded, but we are left with room to debate the merits of instating a language policy that promulgates one language for the cause of unity.
Papuan languages
5.2.1. Burum-Mindik. Kâte was used as the church language in the BurumMindik (also known by its locally preferred name Somba-Siawari) 6 language area because Somba-Siawari is a Papuan language. Kâte is presently only used by the older generations for some church announcements and for hymns. The younger generations have written hymns using Somba-Siawari and they have learned Tok Pisin songs. It is possible that announcements would be conducted in Kâte if an outsider visited the church. However, in that situation it is more likely for Tok Pisin to be chosen as the medium of communication.
Examples of phonological and lexical interferences of Kâte on SombaSiawari were found with the start of the literacy program. Somba-Siawari belongs to the Western Huon branch of Finisterre-Huon, while Kâte belongs to the Eastern Huon branch (Lewis 2009: 608) . Essentially, this means even though there are many underlying features that are similar, there are noticeable differences as well. Due to the similarities, when the Somba-Siawari people began to write, they defaulted to the Kâte alphabet. By doing that they chose to accept the differences as Kâte represented them and were thus influenced phonologically. For example, they chose not to make distinctions between phonemes that are not distinguished in Kâte even though they are distinguished in spoken Somba-Siawari. In Kâte there is only one phoneme that includes the sounds [l] and [r] while in Somba-Siawari the two are separate phonemes. One of the alternate names listed for Somba-Siawari in the Ethnologue is Bulum, the name given to them in Kâte (Lewis 2009: 608) . Kâte also left lexical influences on Somba-Siawari. There are loan words directly from Kâte and even some German loan words that were transmitted through Kâte. None of the lexical or phonological influences have changed the attitude of the people towards their language or created a resistance towards the use of Somba-Siawari in the church domain. However, the presence of these interferences indicates the depth of impact Kâte had in the language area at one point.
Somba-Siawari and Tok Pisin are now the dominant languages in the Lutheran church domain. Though a few outsiders may use Kâte, it is more common to use Tok Pisin. Few people maintain a high enough comprehension level of Kâte now for it to be useful beyond hymns. The people have adopted loan words from Tok Pisin, but Tok Pisin does not appear to be displacing SombaSiawari in church. The New Testament was completed in 1996 (Lewis 2009: 608), creating a written corpus that encouraged the use of Somba-Siawari over Kâte and Tok Pisin in church. The language development team selected key terms in the language that allowed it to encompass the church domain in such a complete manner that outside pastors now avoid the area because they are required to learn Somba-Siawari. It is indisputable that the introduction of Kâte as the church language in the Somba-Siawari language area affected Somba-Siawari. However, as the era of a specially chosen language established by the church wanes, we find that the depth of that effect both linguistically and sociolinguistically is minimal.
5.2.2.
Dedua. Multilingualism has been a reality of life in the Dedua language area for many years. In fact, there are no longer any monolingual speakers of Dedua above the age of 20 (Lewis 2009: 609) . Kâte was introduced as the church language during the early twentieth century, soon followed by the introduction of Tok Pisin and English as school languages. Despite the presence of two economically advantageous languages, Tok Pisin and English, the people maintain positive attitudes towards Dedua. In 1985, SIL sent Sune and Britt Ceder to work with the community in starting a language development project in the Dedua language area.
Kâte was still being widely used in the church domain during the initial stages of the language project in the 1980s, but it has since lost its hold. The effect of Kâte's presence on the sociolinguistic situation is still evident in the church domain and in the patterns of speech of older people. Like the previous case studies, the older generation has maintained a firm enough grip on the church language, Kâte, in order to continue using it in the church domain as well as with representatives from the Kâte church congregations. Dedua people over 60 speak Kâte so well they often leave the outside church representatives with a false impression of the overall abilities of the entire community to comprehend and speak Kâte. After conversing with older people, the Kâte church representatives believe everyone has maintained Kâte to the same level. Thus, the Kâte representatives unsuccessfully try to limit their medium of communication to Kâte. Another indicator of Kâte's influence is found in church Bible reading. The people currently choose to read the Kâte Bible instead of the Tok Pisin Bible when presented with an Old Testament text, in spite of the waning use of Kâte among the younger generation.
The people chose to accept Kâte as the church language during the early stages of the church and truly had little choice in the matter. Now that they do have a choice between at least three languages (Dedua, Tok Pisin, Kâte), they are continuing to choose Kâte in an area of the church domain as key as reading the Bible. When the Ceders first arrived, the Dedua people did not use their language when relating to God. As the Bible translation progressed, the people began to recognize that they could effectively commune with God using the local language. In this way, Dedua was validated within a domain that was previously limited to outside languages. Even so, they continue to read Bible portions in Kâte, indicating strong sociolinguistic effects left behind by the church's language policy. 5.2.3. Migabac. Kâte was the lingua franca in the Migabac language area before Tok Pisin gained popularity (McEvoy 2005: 262; Lewis 2009: 625) and is closely related to Migabac. Kâte is currently losing influence, but is still used as a trade language with outsiders and within the church domain. The evidence of Kâte's past influence remains in current Migabac. There are phonological, lexical, and grammatical changes in Migabac that potentially developed because of contact between Migabac and Kâte. The greatest influence is at the lexical level, but because the languages are both in the Eastern Huon language family it is difficult to prove that the similarities are a result of contact and not simply historical in nature. At the same time, Ross has noted that some of the languages related to Kâte are "becoming more similar to it" (1996: 611).
In order for Migabac to gain legitimacy in the Lutheran church domain, key religious terms had to be developed. Instead of creating new words, the Migabac people decided to use the terms already established in Kâte (McEvoy 2005: 282) . Typically verb roots and nouns are borrowed from Kâte while the suffixes remain Migabac (McEvoy 2005: 283) . As a writing system was developed for Migabac the people determined to base it on the standards already set in the Kâte orthography since they were accustomed to it (McEvoy 2005: 285) . There are clear linguistic similarities between Kâte and Migabac, but these are not indisputably related to contact.
In the Lutheran church domain, the people now primarily use Migabac and Tok Pisin. Sermons, prayer, and announcements are presented in Migabac, Tok Pisin, or a combination of the two depending on the communicator. Kâte is now limited to the liturgy, some songs, and Scripture reading. There are still confirmation classes that teach the congregation how to sound out Kâte. They do not learn to read it in the strict sense of understanding what is being read, but are taught to memorize sounds and symbols. This allows for the recitation of liturgy, singing, and Bible reading. Portions of the Migabac New Testament were completed and sold out in 2009, indicating the people's eagerness for church materials in Migabac. Migabac and Kâte are so closely related that the use of Kâte as a church language was not a burden. When the local Lutheran church began pulling away from using Kâte as the church language, the people began to slowly use Migabac in more and more pieces of the church service. As this continued, the image of their language in the church domain became acceptable and the shift away from Kâte was not difficult.
Tuma-Irumu.
Kâte was used as the first church language in the Tuma-Irumu language area. It was eventually replaced by Tok Pisin, reinforcing the idea that church should be conducted in a language other than TumaIrumu. Ross and Lyndall Webb began working on a language development project in 1982 and encountered resistance to using Tuma-Irumu in the church domain. The people had grown so accustomed to using outside languages in church that they developed an "it's always been done this way" mentality.
During the Webbs' first ten years there, the people continued to use Kâte in church. Through their research, the Webbs identified key religious terms that were borrowed from Kâte, but no longer understood by the general populace.
Current language use patterns indicate that the Tuma-Irumu people have shifted to using their vernacular within the church domain. Some Kâte terms remain in every day speech, but with the translation of the New Testament into Tuma-Irumu and the increased influence of Tok Pisin, Kâte is becoming less influential.
In the 1980s, the people viewed Kâte as a language of prestige, as evidenced by their tendency to use it with visitors when they wanted to achieve a higher status, but today Kâte is rarely used. The only reason Kâte would be used in church is to demonstrate respect for any Kâte speakers that may remain. The older generation still occasionally uses Kâte, but Tuma-Irumu has all but completely displaced Kâte. The introduction of Tok Pisin as one of the school languages and eventually a church language heralded the beginning of the end for Kâte in this area.
A sociolinguistic barrier to the use of Tuma-Irumu in church was developed as a direct result of the church's early language policy. Christianity was introduced to the Tuma-Irumu in Kâte and subsequently replaced by Tok Pisin, which meant decades of conducting church in languages other than TumaIrumu. In order to break down the barrier and encourage Tuma-Irumu use in the church domain, the language development team intentionally and consistently used Tuma-Irumu in church. Despite the continued use of Tok Pisin in church, the team's success is demonstrated by the addition of Tuma-Irumu to the church domain. The people no longer believe it is an inappropriate medium for relating to God. 5.2.5. Numanggang. Numanggang, a Papuan language community, was evangelized through Kâte. Kâte is still being used in the church domain, but to a limited extent. Older people are more comfortable using Kâte than younger generations, but even they are not comfortable enough to conduct an entire service in Kâte. Even so, Kâte is still held in high esteem, as indicated by the respect shown to those that have the ability to use Kâte. Political candidates exploit this perception by using Kâte to begin their campaign speeches (and quickly switching to Tok Pisin) in order to elicit that respect. There are a few Kâte women that have married Numanggang men, but on the rare occasion that these households have been observed, they are using Tok Pisin and Numanggang.
When David and Yohana Hynum first arrived in 1978, pastors spoke Kâte both within the church domain and in their interactions outside of church. By the 1980s this practice changed to only using Kâte inside the church while their interactions outside of church shifted to Tok Pisin. The current pastor does not speak Kâte and most of the services are led by Numanggang lay leaders using the vernacular. Typically two or three out of four songs are in Kâte along with the liturgy and prayers. Some of the liturgy has been translated into Numanggang, but the older congregational members have memorized the liturgy in Kâte and prefer to recite what they memorized.
The general attitude to the use of Tok Pisin in church is neutral. The speakers view the role of Numanggang as bridging the gap in Lutheran church services between the older generation that still knows Kâte and the younger generation that now knows Tok Pisin. If there is someone present that does not understand Numanggang the people do not switch to Tok Pisin. Instead, they provide a Tok Pisin translation during the service or a summary at the end.
Before the Hynums began working with the Numanggang Bible translation committee, they approached the Lutheran bishop as well as the Lutheran missionary couple that had started missions work in that language area. The response they received is representative of how the church historically viewed the necessity of developing local languages. The bishop wrote an introductory letter to the Lutheran congregations indicating his approval for a translation project while the previous missionary expressed his belief that a translation of the New Testament was unnecessary because the people had been taught and were adequately using Kâte. When the church first started creating a language policy they encountered these same varying opinions. In this situation, a Bible translation project started and increased use of the local language in church.
The effect of Kâte on the use of Numanggang in the church domain is limited. Even when Kâte use was most intense, Numanggang was still valued. Numanggang has always been held in high esteem by the speakers. Tok Pisin has not made inroads into the church domain, due in part to Numanggang translation efforts. Before the translation project started the people reported that they had stopped teaching their children Numanggang. However, as the Hynums developed a written corpus, the Numanggang people developed a renewed desire to maintain their language.
5.2.6. Wantoat. The Wantoat language was evangelized by the Lutheran church in Kâte. Currently, Wantoat dominates most domains of daily life in the village and is considered vital by Danny DeLoach, a member of SIL working in the Wantoat language area. Interestingly enough, the one domain where Wantoat is not the primary language is church. Instead, Tok Pisin dominates most of the service with some portions mixed between Tok Pisin and Wantoat. Scriptures are read from the Tok Pisin Bible and translated on the spot into Wantoat, despite the existence of a Wantoat New Testament that was completed in 1975 completed in (Lewis 2009 . There are some Wantoat hymns mixed with Tok Pisin songs. The only subdomain of the service conducted fully in Wantoat is the announcements. The announcements are an opportunity for the people to talk about what's going on in their lives as well as the daily matters that concern the church, both of which connect on the most basic level to the domains of village life outside the church. Therefore, it makes sense for this particular subdomain to be conducted in the same medium they use in the rest of their daily lives.
After observing the language use patterns and attitudes of the people, DeLoach believes the introduction of Kâte as a church language caused the language use situation noted above. "The Wantoat people feel that if the Gospel first came to them in a foreign language, then it is absolutely normal (possibly even expected) that it will remain in a foreign language" (Deloach, personal communication). Despite the fact that the foreignness of Tok Pisin is debatable, DeLoach ultimately concludes that the use of Kâte as a church language set the precedent for the use of Tok Pisin over Wantoat in the church domain.
Conclusion
The historical use of church languages is a unique and often overlooked sociolinguistic phenomenon. The research presented in this paper is far from comprehensive and will hopefully serve to stimulate more in-depth investigations.
Within the sphere of church languages, Kâte is a special case. It is one of the most successful and lasting attempts to establish a local language as a church language. The expatriate missionaries working at the Neuendettelsau and Rhenish mission stations (which eventually united and became the contemporary Evangelical Lutheran Church of Papua New Guinea) were faced with the difficult decision of what language to use as the church expanded into new areas. They chose to marry their desire to develop the local languages and their desire to unify and efficiently evangelize Morobe Province language groups, from which emerged a language policy instating Yabem and Kâte as church languages. This decision had several unforeseen sociolinguistic effects on the evangelized language groups, but did not definitively create a sense of unity.
In relation to the Lutheran church's desire for peace between warring peoples, the Wampar language group demonstrates a clear transformation from violent behavior patterns to peaceful relations with neighboring groups. The cause of this transformation is questionable and cannot be unequivocally linked to the church language creating a sense of oneness with those neigh boring groups. It is more likely that the cause of the change was the church's teachings, augmented by the use of a church language that reinforced unification.
There are several conclusions evident in the analysis of individual languages in Morobe Province regarding the unintended sociolinguistic effects of church languages as they were used in this area. There are two generalizations that are true of each language where current language use information was available. The first is that the old Lutheran church language no longer holds full control of the church domain in any of the groups. Tok Pisin and the local language are now part of the multilingual state of the church domain. Often either Tok Pisin or the local vernacular have taken every aspect of the church service, barring the liturgy and some songs, from Kâte, the former church language.
The second generalization is found in generational language use patterns. The last remnant of people that are capable of using Kâte, the church language, consists of the older generations, highlighting the fact that the church languages are becoming a relic of the past. In most situations the church language is still held in high esteem, as evidenced by the respect given to those that retain some command of them. When church services are dissected further, the only subdomains left to the church languages are liturgy, prayers, some songs, and rarely Scripture reading. Liturgy, prayers and songs are often simply vestiges of how things used to be. As the older generation passes on, these vestigial practices will be lost.
A less obvious sociolinguistic effect is found most clearly in Wantoat and Tuma-Irumu. In both situations, the shift from the church language to the local language in Lutheran church services was difficult. In these two cases, the difficulties lay in separating the language from the religion and re-defining what is appropriate for church.
Another potential effect of using church languages that was not addressed in this paper relates to cargo cults (Lawrence 1964) . McElhanon has pioneered research on this topic (McElhanon 1969) and holds that the use of church languages, specifically Kâte, has lent itself to potentially serious misunderstandings of the Christian message, catalyzing the emergence of cargo cults. This lies beyond the scope of this paper, but is a topic that should be explored more by future researchers. The depth of influence Kâte and Yabem have had on Morobe Province languages is difficult to assess. However, it is important to try and understand the impact of language policies such as the one introduced by the Lutheran mission administration, and addressed in this paper, in order to make informed language policy decisions in the future.
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